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Synchrotron X-ray tomography was used to monitor damage evolution in three dimensions during in situ
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) tests at high temperature (250 �C) for an industrial material. The studied material
is an AlSi7Cu3Mg aluminum alloy (close to ASTM A319) produced by Lost Foam Casting (LFC), a process
which generates coarse microstructures but is nevertheless used for engine parts by the automotive
industry. The volume analysis (3D images) has shown that cracks are extremely sensitive to micro-
structural features: coarse pores and hard particles of the eutectic regions are critical regarding
respectively the main crack initiation and the crack growth. Finite Elements (FE) simulations, performed
on meshes directly generated from 3D volumes and containing only pores, have revealed that mechanical
fields also play a major role on the crack behavior. Initiation sites corresponded to areas of maximum
inelastic strain while the crack path was globally correlated to high stress triaxiality and inelastic strain
fields.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Years ago, car manufacturers chose to reduce the cylinder ca-
pacity without decreasing engine power to respond to new envi-
ronmental regulations [1]. This downsizing aimed at optimizing the
power/cylinder capacity in order to reduce polluting emissions.
Since then, engine parts, such as cylinder heads and engine blocks,
have been experiencing higher operating temperatures induced by
the increase of the engine specific power and the combustion flow
intensity. This strategy leads to severe loading conditions during
start-stop operations or equivalent cyclic loading and contribute to
make cylinder heads very critical parts for Thermal-Mechanical
Fatigue (TMF) loading [2,3].

For almost twenty years, most of automotive cylinder heads
(gasoline and diesel engines) have been made of aluminum alloys.
The most commonly used are hypo-eutectic ones such as ASTM
A319 (AlSiCuMg) and A356 (AlSiMg) [4]. Once the material is
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chosen, the geometry optimization of molded parts is the second
most efficient way for reducing the engine mass. The Lost Foam
Casting process (LFC), recently introduced in the automotive in-
dustry, is well suited for such an optimization [3,5].

One of the main drawback of cast aluminum alloys is the pres-
ence of pores inside the material. These pores have usually a
gaseous origin due to the presence of hydrogen [6] or are simple
shrinkage cavities; the LFC process tends to increase the population
of this second category as large pores are formed during the sub-
limation of the polystyrene pattern when the mold is filled by the
molten metal [7,8] and by its inherent slow solidification rate. This
kind of defect has also a drastic influence on the fatigue behavior of
LFC aluminum alloys as cracks frequently initiate at large pores
[9e12]. During High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) tests on cast aluminum
alloys, crack initiation almost always occur on surface (or subsur-
face) pores by slip of dislocations [13] leading to the formation of
short mode I cracks on a favorably oriented crystallographic plane
[14]. Numerous researchers have also pointed out the influence of
hard particles, especially silicon particles, on the mechanical
properties of cast aluminum alloy. Tian et al. observe defects (pores,
inclusions, oxide films) on nucleation areas in a T6-and a T7-A319
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alloys [15]. Furthermore, Huter et al. explain that for high level of
plasticity, many crack nucleations first take place in the eutectic
regions on pores and/or hard phases for a large range of cast
aluminum alloys [16] while initiation occur on the Al/Si interfaces
for pure Al-Si alloys [17]. In pore-free materials or when eutectic
particles are larger than pores, crack initiation occurs on damaged
hard phases [12].

Out-of-phase TMF tests, performed between 100 �C and 250 �C
(with and without dwell time), and Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) tests
have also shown a strong link betweenmicrostructure and damage:
cracks leading to failure are observed to initiate on pores and to
propagate through intermetallic phases at 250 �C for an A319
aluminum alloy [3]. However, 2D observations are not sufficient to
understand the failure mechanisms as these alloys present a very
complex microstructure: fracture surfaces reveal numerous broken
particles [3] and the cracking scenario is hard to infer from such
observations.

In the last ten years, new methods for the characterization of
materials in 3D have emerged [18]. Among those techniques, X-ray
Computed Tomography (CT) has the advantage of being non
destructive and allows in situ observations [18]. Synchrotron radi-
ation, which allows to combine attenuation contrast and phase
contrast [19], enhances the capability of the technique for imaging
fatigue cracks as well as silicon particles in cast aluminum alloys
[20]. If in situ fatigue tests have been carried out to follow the
initiation and propagation of 3D cracks at room temperature by CT
[21,22], it is only very recently that such in situ fatigue tests have
also been carried out at high temperature [23,24]. Besides
providing some quantitative information on damage development
inside the specimen in relation with the local microstructure, 3D
tomographic volumes can also be turned into microstructurally
realistic meshes which are used to perform Finite Element (FE)
calculations in different fields of materials science, see for instance
Withers and Maire for a review on that topic [25].

In this paper, we first describe the damage evolution observed in
situ in the bulk of a LFC AlSi7Cu3Mg alloy using X ray synchrotron
tomography at a temperature relevant for service conditions
(250 �C) during Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) testing. Crack initiation and
growth mechanisms have been identified. In a second part, FE
simulations of the local elasto-viscoplastic (EVP) behavior of the
samples are carried out. For this step, a constitutive model inspired
by Chaboche work [26] has been used. In spite of the very complex
3D microstructure within the samples, the simulations can suc-
cessfully predict the locii of crack initiation with a simple estimator
based on the local inelastic strain.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental procedures

2.1.1. Material
The material used for this study is a cast AlSi7Cu3Mg aluminum

alloy that is widely used for the production of engine parts because
of its (relatively) good mechanical properties (and corrosion resis-
tance) at high temperatures and its high quality/cost ratio. Its
chemical composition is close to the standard chemistry of the
ASTM A319 alloy (Table 1). Cylinder heads were produced by a LFC
Table 1
Chemical composition (at wt %) of the studied Al alloy obtained by spark optical
emission spectrometry on 120 g of material.

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Ni Zn Ti Cr

7.30 0.10 3.45 < 0.004 0.31 0.048 < 0.02 0.10 < 0.012
process and were overaged 500 h at 250 �C to obtain a stabilized
metallurgical state [27]. Various cooling rates are naturally ob-
tained in the different parts of a cylinder head leading to large
microstructural variations. To obtain samples with amicrostructure
representative of an inter-valve bridge (critical zone for TMF [2]),
samples were directly extracted from cylinder heads by Electro
Discharge Machining (EDM). Compared to standard cast Al alloys
used in automotive engines, the material studied here is overaged
without previous solutionizing and has a coarse microstructure as
can be seen on Fig.1: needle shape Si particles are present as well as
Al2 Cu which are not partially dissolved [28,29].

Samples used for this experiment are dumbbell-shaped (see
Fig. 2a). All specimens weremechanically polished (SiC paper down
to grit 1000 followed by polishing in a 1 mm diamond solution) in
order to avoid crack initiation on surface scratches and to remove
the layer of about 200 mm which is affected by EDM [30]. After
polishing, the mid cross section measures 2.1 � 2.1 mm2.

2.1.2. In situ fatigue setup
Isothermal uniaxial in situ cyclic damage tests were performed

at ID19 beamline at the European Synchrotron Facility (ESRF) in
France. The experimental setup is similar to that described by
Dezecot et al. [24] and only briefly summarized here. The speci-
mens were cyclically loaded in a small fatigue machine which ro-
tates at the center of a fixed furnace during recording of the
tomographic scans. A cyclic load with a stress ratio Rs ¼ 0.1 and a
maximal value of 350 N was applied (imposed displacement of the
lower grip) at a frequency of 0.1 Hz at 250 �C. Above 150 �C, the
studied material shows an elastic-viscoplastic behavior which in-
duces stress relaxation during the scans. In order to reduce as much
as possible viscoplasticity-induced displacements, fast scans (45 s
duration) under maximum load are performed after a dwell time
sufficiently long to reach macroscopic stress stabilization (~ 5 min).

2.1.3. Images acquisition and reconstruction
Images were obtained in pink beam mode [31] with a quasi

monochromatic beam at an energy of 35 KeV on a CMOS PCO
Dimax detector (2016 pixels2) with a 2.75 mm pixel size. Attenua-
tion contrast enables to detect copper and iron-rich secondary
particles. In addition, the large spatial coherence of the ID19 beam
allows to easily distinguish the eutectic silicon particles from the
surrounding Al matrix thanks to phase contrast (specimen detector
distance 200 mm) [20]. Short cracks a few micrometers long are
also easily detected [18]. Volumes, with a 2.75 mm voxel size, were
reconstructed using a Paganin algorithm [32] that enhances
contrast between the voids and the aluminum matrix.

2.2. Numerical methods

2.2.1. Mesh generation
The main stages of the meshing process from the 3D tomo-

graphic images are as follows:

1. Grey level thresholding of the images to obtain a binary 3D
image (so called Vol. A) of the microstructure with the matrix in
white and pores (þair around the sample) in black.

2. Extraction of the outer region to form the Vol. B that fits closely
the entire outer surface of the specimen including surface pores.
Pores can then be extracted (Vol. C) by a boolean operation
between volumes A and B).

3. Generation of two 3D surface meshes (linear triangles) using
Avizo ® commercial software corresponding to the internal
pores surfaces from (Vol. C) and the external shape of the
sample (Vol. B).



Fig. 1. Comparison of the studied alloy microstructure as observed by (a) SEM and (b) synchrotron X-ray tomography. The corner pictures show magnifications of the main eutectic
particles: a1 and b1 for q-Al2 Cu phases, a2 and b2 for a-AlFeSi intermetallics and, a3 and b3 for silicon particles.

Fig. 2. (a) Fatigue specimen geometry (dimensions are in millimeters). The geometry of the central area is slightly curved due to a final manual polishing. (b) 3D rendering of the
mesh generated from studied volume and boundary conditions. The loading is applied on surface ST while displacement orthogonal to surface SB is set to zero.
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4. Surfaces merging and volume filling with linear tetrahedrons
using the Gmsh software [33].

5. Reduction of the number of elements by 3D remeshing of the
mesh generated at step 4. The sizes of the elements which are
away from the of sample and the pores surfaces are increased
using the Distance plugin of Gmsh to limit the number of de-
grees of freedom.

Although each step of segmentation causes a slight morpho-
logical alteration of the surfaces, a good description of the pore
morphology is obtained. An example of the produced meshes and
the localization of the related volume is shown on Fig. 2b.

2.2.2. Element size
A minimum element size is required to accurately describe the

stress/strain evolution away from the pores. A compromise has to
be found between CPU time and computation accuracy. A sensi-
tivity analysis was therefore performed to study the influence of
the element size on the accuracy of mechanical results. To obtain a
relevant analysis, a local criterion has been prefered to global ones.
This was carried out on a subvolume containing a single pore
extracted from a sample observed by CTas shown on Fig. 3a. Tensile
test conditions were applied on the subvolume. The element size
(smallest length that can reach an element edge) at the outer sur-
face is fixed at 200 mm and vary from 15 to 45 mm at the pore
surface. Fig. 3b shows the result of the simulation in the median
plane (labelled Plane M on Fig. 3a) for a minimum mesh size of
25 mm.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the s33 stress component for each
minimum mesh size tested. The plot corresponds to s33 values
extracted at Gauss points from the right border of the pore (point A
on Fig. 3b, X ¼ 936 mm) along the white arrow shown in Fig. 3b in
direction 1. For the sake of clarity, s33 values are averaged over
2.5 mm intervals. Because the surface elements are freely generated
by Avizo, a slight offset along the X axis can be observed between
different tested meshes. The s33 stress component is the highest
near the defect (around 140 MPa) and quickly decreases to 80 MPa.
The s33 values are observed to converge at the edge of the pore for
tetreadrons smaller than 30 mm. This value is therefore chosen
hereafter.

2.2.3. Behavior law and loading
Specimens are analyzed by CT and representative meshes are

generated from the 3D volumes using the meshing protocol of
Section 2.2.1. FE simulations of the mechanical behavior are per-
formed. Meshes are here composed of a homogeneous aluminum
alloy matrix (eutectic phases and intermetallic particles are not
modeled) containing pores, as these latter act as preferential crack
initiation sites. In this article, only one specimen representative of
all studied specimens is described in order to simplify the analysis.
The region of interest of the sample is detailed on Fig. 2b. The
simulations were performed using the Zebulon Z-set software [34]
with an elasto-viscoplastic Chaboche constitutive model [26].
Model equations are summarized in Table 2 while material pa-
rameters have been obtained on a stabilized stress/strain loop (see
Fig. 5) of a previously performed LCF test at 250 �C [3]. The total



Fig. 3. (a) Subvolume used for the mesh sensitivity analysis and (b) stress component
s33 evaluated on the Z ¼ 780 mm plane orthogonal to the loading direction.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the stress component s33 on the pore vicinity along direction 1
shown on Fig. 3b for differents elements sizes.
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strain εt is decomposed in an elastic εe (Hooke's law) and an in-
elastic part εin. The yield strength is referenced as R. The evolution
of the inelastic strain tensor is defined using a conventional
Norton-Hoff flow (K and n parameters) and a non-linear kinematic
hardening X (Armstrong and Fredericks law). s is the deviatoric part
of the stress tensor, J2ðs� XÞ defines the second invariant of the
tensor s� X and _p is the plastic multiplier. The yield function f ðs�
X;RÞ ¼ J2ðs� XÞ � R defines the elastic domain according to the von
Mises criterion [35].

The simulation aims at reproducing the loading conditions for
the synchrotron tests as accurately as possible in terms of tem-
perature (250 �C) and applied stresses. The displacement of the
bottom surface SB of the meshed volume (see Fig. 2b) is set to
zero while a load is applied on the top surface ST. More details
concerning the boundary conditions are available on Fig. 2b (U1,
U2, U3 are respectively displacements in 1, 2, and 3 directions).
The load increases linearly during 5 s up to the maximal force
applied during the experimental test. It then returns to the
minimal force in 5 s. This sequence is repeated 50 times without
dwell time.
3. Results

3.1. Damage mechanisms, initiation and crack growth

This section describes the damage and its evolution using 2D
tomographic slices parallel to a plane containing the stress axis (in
XZ plane of Fig. 2b). For the investigated experimental conditions,
crack initiation has consistently been observed to occur in the bulk
of the specimen. The different stages leading to the samples rupture
from those internal cracks are illustrated on Fig. 6 where each
subfigure corresponds to a specific number of cycles. The tested
specimen fails after 50 cycles. Two different and very large pores
(labelled P1 and P2) are visible on Fig. 6. P2 is spherical: probably a
gas pore resulting from polymer degassing [8] while P1 is a
shrinkage cavity with a much more complex shape.

The main crack initiation is visible on Subfigure 6a that shows
the microstructure after two cycles. This initiation results from the
rupture of an Al2 Cu particle (marker A) located near a convex part
of the large shrinkage pore P1. The crack starts to propagate
through silicon particles (marker B on Fig. 6b) that are present in
front of the crack tip. Other ruptures of interdendritic particles
occur between cycles 2 and 10 (Subfigure 6b) and are visible be-
tween the two large pores on Fig. 6b: Si particles (marker C and E)
and Al2 Cu (marker D). With increasing number of cycles, those
microcraks merge into a main crack that grows to reach the
spherical pore P2 (Subfigure 6c and d). Hard particles play a crucial
part in the propagation process.

Fig. 7 shows a projected view of damage orthogonal to the
loading direction. This representation reveals the presence of
another shrinkage cavity (labeled P3) intersecting the surface in
one corner of the specimen; this cavity is not visible on 2D slices
presented in Fig. 6. The Subfigure 7b to 7f shows a projected view
on the XY plane of the cracks which develop between the two
planes represented by thin black lines on Fig. 7a. For the sake of
simplicity, the spherical pore P2 only appear when it is reached by
cracks initiated from P1.

A significant crack growth is observed on pore P3 after 20 cycles
(see Fig. 7d). The first propagation stages which occur in the pore
vicinity correspond to the merging of the numerous ”arms” of pore
P3 into a single crack which then moves on toward the sample



Table 2
Governing equations of the model [26,35] and parameter identification at 250 �C.

Strain decomposition εt ¼ εe þ εin

Elastic strain εe ¼ 1þn
E s� n

E trðsÞ,I E ¼ 61 GPa; n ¼ 0.33

Flow rule _εin ¼ 2
3
_p

s�X

J2ðs�XÞ
Flow function

_p ¼ 2
3

�
J2ðs�XÞ�R

K

�n R ¼ 33 MPa; K ¼ 120 MPa; n ¼ 6

Kinematic hardening _X ¼ 2C
3 ,a

C ¼ 11150 MPa

_a ¼ _εin � 3 _pD
2C X D ¼ 350
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center after 30 cycles. The crack originating from pore P1 has
essentially the same behavior and has joined the spherical pore P2
between 20 and 30 cycles. The growth of this crack leads to the
specimen rupture.

Fig. 8a and b shows surface crack growth and associated growth
rate curves obtained from the projected views: the crack growth is
characterized by the ratio between themeasured projected cracked
surface Sproj and surface of the mid section of the specimen Stot. The
crack growth rate during a DN interval of cycles is calculated as
follows:

1
Stot

dSproj
dN

x
1
Stot

DSproj
DN

(1)

Fig. 8 reveals that, once initiated, cracks tend to grow quite
slowly as the microscopic cracks observed on Fig. 6b. Fig. 8a un-
derlines that crack 1 is larger than crack 2 during all the specimen
lifetime. However the surface crack growth rates of Fig. 8b reveal
that the five first cycles have a rather limited impact on global crack
growth, crack 2 growing faster than crack 1. Between the 5th and
the 20th cycles, crack 2 then slows downwhile crack 1 accelerates:
the ligament between P1 and P2 is then broken. The intersection of
crack 1 with pore P2 is marked by an increase of the projected
surface between the 20th and the 30th cycles (which is equivalent
to the P2 projected surface; see Fig. 8a). After this event, the crack 1
growth rate becomes close to the global crack growth rate. Crack 1
therefore mainly controls the specimen cracking.
Fig. 5. Experimental and numerical stress/strain loops of the studied material at
250 �C. The experimental curve is obtained from Ref. [3].
3.2. Mechanical analysis

The 2D pore surface fraction calculated, before testing, on each
slice perpendicular to the stress axis and the corresponding stress
evolutions along the specimen gage length are shown in Fig. 9. The
presence of a pore leads, as expected, to a local fluctuation of
Fig. 6. Tomographic slices made along a plane close to maximum damage and crack
growth plane, for (a) 2 cycles, (b) 10 cycles, (c) 30 cycles, and (d) 50 cycles. The load
direction is vertical and the labels on subfigures show pores (P1 and P2) or broken
particles. q-Al2Cu: labels A and D, and Si particles: labels B,C,E and F.



Fig. 7. Damage projection on a plane orthogonal to the loading direction within the
volume delimited by the continuous black lines of the subfigure (a). Dashed line in
Fig. 7b indicates the position of the slices observed on Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Evolution of the: (a) projected surfaces (Sproj) of cracks in percent o

Fig. 9. Slice by slice evolution (from the top of the observed volume) of the local pore
volume fraction on the cross section area and the F/S ratios.
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average stress level in the section. The slice/section with the
highest stress value (zx -1800 mm, see Fig. 9) corresponds to the
location of the first crack. There, the local porosity volume fraction
reaches around 4% (its maximal value).

As cracks initiate close to pores, FE simulations were performed
to estimate the effect of the pore morphology on the local strain/
stress levels. Fig. 10a shows a top view of the specimen mesh as
observed along the loading direction. The levels of stress/strain
reached in subdomains called SVi (i ¼ 1 to 4) of the mesh at various
location in the sample have been calculated. These subdomains
integrate all elements intersected by a sphere of a chosen radius,
see Table 3. SV1, 2 and 4 are located in the plane of maximum stress
f the total surface (Stot) and (b) derived relative surface growth rates.



Fig. 10. Top view of the specimen mesh (a). Points SV1, SV2, SV3 and SV4 correspond to the respective center of spherical subvolumes used for local analysis of the computed
mechanical fields. Subfigures (b) to (h) show stress/strain cyclic curves for seven subvolumes using EVP simulations. See the text and Tables 3 and 4 for details.
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(Fig. 9) where crack initiation is first observed. Four different lo-
cations labeled SV1 to SV4 on Fig. 10 have been selected. The point
SV1 (in red) is located at the center of the Al2 Cu particle labeled A
on Fig. 6 where the first crack appeared. The point SV2 is placed on
the shrinkage surface but on the other side of the defect with
respect to SV1. The third point, SV3, is also placed on the surface of
pore P3 (see Fig. 7) where crack initiation has also occurred. The last
point, SV4, is placed at the equator of the spherical pore P2 in the
closest location to pore P1. The mean local stress/strain curves
obtained at these locations within volumes of different sizes (see
Table 3) are shown on Fig.10c to h. For comparison purpose, Fig.10b
shows the stress/strain curve obtained for the whole mesh (ie a
significant fraction of the specimen gage volume as visible on
Fig. 2b).

The analysis of the entire studied volume behavior (Fig. 10b)
reveals that, for a prescribed force value of 350 N, the computed
stress goes up to 78 MPa and stays almost constant with time
(Fig. 10b). An inelastic strain accumulation during each cycle is
observed. This ratchetting is the result of the applied stress
amplitude (Rs>0) used during cycling. All other subvolume curves
show the same trend of plastic ratchetting but at rates which
strongly depend on the location of the volume considered in the
mesh as well as on its size.
Table 3
Parameters of the subvolumes used for the FE cyclic simulation.

Subvolume Center Radius Numbers of elements

SV1-R200 SV1 200 mm 6854
SV1-R100 SV1 100 mm 992
SV1-R50 SV1 50 mm 126
SV2-R50 SV2 50 mm 219
SV3-R50 SV3 50 mm 596
SV4-R50 SV4 50 mm 143
For example, within the subvolumes centered in SV1 the
maximal stresses and strains range respectively from 88.4 MPa to
0.59% to 133.7 MPa and 1.51% when the radius of the volume
changes from 100 to 50 mm. Table 4 also shows that although the
global stress on the sample remains positive, some compressive
stresses can be observed locally due to stress redistribution as a
result of a relatively large level of plastic deformation induced by
the pore; see for example, the SV1-R50 curve on Fig. 10e: a
compressive stress, of the order of �20 MPa is simulated. Although
all subdomains analyses are made in the vicinity of pores, the
observed mechanical responses appear to be highly dependent on
the local morphologies of the defects: stress/strain intensities
within SV1-R50 are nearly twice as large as those calculated for
SV2-R50. It is worth pointing out that crack initiation occur on SV1-
R50 and SV3-R50 subdomains, where the stresses and strains are
clearly the highest.

As described above (x 3.1), crack growth was experimentally
observed to interact with differents pores, these interactions could
be analysed on the basis of FEA. The Subfigure 11a and b respec-
tively show the plastic strain and the stress triaxiality fields on a
vertical slice corresponding approximatively to the plane studied
on Fig. 6. As broken hard particles are experimentally observed
after the first mechanical cycles, results are extracted from FE
computation at the maximum load of the third cycle. These two
maps reveal a high strain localization and stress concentration fully
consistent with the observed crack path shown by a dashed line on
the figure (see also Fig. 6d). The plastic strain level within the area
corresponding to the crack path location is larger than 0.15% and
presents a peak value that reaches more than 0.7% close to the
shrinkage cavity. All elements where the stress triaxiality exceeds
0.5 are also located along the final crack path (and obviously in the
shrinkage cavity vicinity) although the maps are extracted only
after the third cycle.



Table 4
Computed values of smax

33 , smin
33 and the cumulative plastic strain (evaluated from all cycles) εcum obtained for the spherical volumes of the mesh listed in Table 3 after 50 cycles.

Subvolume Global SV1-R200 SV1-R100 SV1-R50 SV12-R50 SV3-R50 SV4-R50

smax
33 (MPa) 78.7 73.8 88.4 133.7 74.1 118.7 98.6

smin
33 (MPa) 3.2 0.6 �5.4 �23.0 �7.0 �9.7 1.61

εcum (%) 0.51 0.59 0.83 1.51 0.63 1.35 1.07
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Subfigure 11c shows a magnification of the computed plastic
strain field close to the shrinkage pore while Fig.11d corresponds to
the same area extracted from the reconstructed images. The area of
maximum local inelastic strain corresponds approximately to the
SV1 point on Fig. 10a and therefore to the first initiation area, where
the first broken Al2 Cu phase is observed. Even if other areas inside
the entire volume are submitted to high plastic strain levels, the
slice represented on Fig. 11c shows the most critical area.

4. Discussion

The reconstructed 3D images of the tested sample show clearly
that cracks first initiate on hard particles in the vicinity of large
pores with complex shapes (shrinkage cavities) in the bulk of the
specimen during Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) tests at 250 �C. Fig. 6
clearly shows the rupture of an Al2 Cu phase that is located in the
vicinity of the largest shrinkage cavity on a plane where the
effective stress is the highest. A similar scenario is observed for a
Fig. 11. FE results after 3 cycles at maximum load on a cross section of the specimen corres
values of the stress triaxiality shown are thresholded and bounded inside the ]-1;1[ interval i
shrinkage and (d) tomographic slice showing the first initiation site (N ¼ 1 cycle). The values
order to facilitate the visualization. The dashed lines on subfigures a and b represent the s
second crack (pore P3 in Fig. 7). A closer examination of the local
microstructure reveals that the crack initiates on Si particles
located close to the subsurface shrinkage cavity. Crack initiation
areas identified for the investigated experimental conditions thus
involved two types of defects: pores and hard particles. The pres-
ence of a pore seems to be the necessary condition for fatigue crack
initiation. This is in agreement with numerous studies which, as
mentioned before, show that pores, when present, are the most
critical defect which control the fatigue strength of cast aluminum
parts. The presence of particles close to shrinkage cavities is
inherent to the intrinsic microstructure of cast materials because
these particles are formed in eutectic areas (see for example Fig. 1).

Only one specimen is analyzed here because of the complexity
and the general adversity of these simulations. Although FE simu-
lations based on 3D realistic microstructures have become more
common [25], as far as we know, it is the first time that computa-
tionswith so complex loading conditions (temperature, cyclic, large
scale yielding, 3D) are exposed. Other specimens have been
ponding to the plane of Fig. 6: (a) the inelastic strain and (b) the stress triaxiality. The
n order to facilitate the visualization. (c) Magnification of the inelastic strain around the
of the stress triaxiality shown are thresholded and bounded inside the ]-1;1[ interval in
chematic final crack path.



Fig. 12. Computed inelastic strain energies around the shrinkage cavity on the critical
plane identified on Fig. 9 orthogonal to the loading direction. Spherical subvolumes of
50 mm radii centered on the defect surface where used for post-traitement analysis.
Corresponding tomographic slice at initial state and the projection of the first micro-
ckracks at N ¼ 5 cycles appear respectively in background and frontground.
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however studied and modelled; they also show similar damage
mechanisms and inelastic strain localizations (see Ref. [36] for re-
sults at lowest temperatures). In the LFC alloy studied here, the
pores size is such that each specimen can be considered as a
miniature structuremade of a pore-free cast Al alloy. FE simulations
based on a homogeneous matrix and pores with a 3D realistic
shape were carried out. The FE analysis could in principle be per-
formed at two different length scales: the mesoscopic one where
only mean mechanical fields are studied and a more local scale
where their local influences on microstructural features are dis-
cussed, as exposed later.

The critical plane identified on Fig. 9 and containing SV1, SV2
and SV4 points is first analyzed. The FE analysis reveals a stress
concentration and a strain localization around the pores. The pore
nature appears to have an influence on its criticality: higher strain
levels are reached around the shrinkage cavity. It seems thus that
degassing pores are less harmful to LCF behavior than shrinkage
cavities, even if their sizes are equivalent. The local shapes of the
pores also play an important role in strain localization. For the
points labeled SV1 and SV2 which are located on the same
shrinkage cavity but on opposite sides, the simulated stress/strain
curves reveal a larger local stress which result in a larger strain
accumulation at SV1 than at SV2 and in a complex stress state (local
compressive stresses during global positive stress loading). This
observation is in agreement with other FE results using realistic
pores generated thanks to X-ray tomography [36]: fatigue cracks
tend to initiate on the parts of the pores showing a higher local
curvature [37,38]. The results presented on Fig. 11 show that the
first/main crack initiation site corresponds to locations where the
inelastic strain is maximum. This inelastic strain localization is also
observed in another plane for the second crack near SV3 point
(Fig. 7). This indicator seems thus to correctly localize critical areas
in our case which correspond to severe mechanical loading (LCF).
The use of such an indicator based on the inelastic deformation
rather than a maximum stress or a stress concentration factor has
been suggested by other authors to identify critical areas with
respect to fatigue in cast aluminum alloys [39,40]. An error on the
estimation of stress or strain quantities can however predict an
incorrect localization of critical area. An energetic approach can
reduce these errors and gives more robustness to the analysis. The
dissipative energy formulated by Maurel et al. was used in this
work: Wp ¼ R

cycle
s : dεin where s and εin stand respectively for the

deviatoric stress and the inelastic strain tensors [41]. Fig. 12 shows
the average dissipative energies computed along a line corre-
sponding to the intersection of the surface of the shrinkage cavity
responsible of the first crack initiation and the critical plane iden-
tified by Fig. 9. All energies were previously calculated on the first
three cycles on spherical subvolumes with 50 mm radii and were
averaged to estimate an equivalent dissipative energy per cycle. The
damaged areas observed experimentally after 5 cycles (white areas
on Fig. 12) correlate very well with the zones where the computed
plastic energy Wp are the highest. This approach based on the
dissipated inelastic energy seems therefore very promising in order
to predict critical areas toward LCF behavior at a mesoscopic scale
in an engineering approach [2,42]. This criterion correctly predicts
the location of initiation sites on small specimens and seems
interesting for damage simulation on FE models of cylinder heads
where pores are included. Pores could be included using X-ray
tomographic data with degraded spatial resolution (since only the
largest pores play a role on LCF behavior) or using predictions of
foundry models [43e45].

Numerical simulations with simple meshes which only include
pores give mechanical information to better understand the
mechanisms that lead to the rupture/debonding of particles even if
the latter are not explicitly integrated into the simulations. They
allow to have a global view of the crack path using simple me-
chanical quantities by post processing analysis, see for example
Fig. 11a. The crack path (composed of broken particles), visible on
Fig. 6d, corresponds to the areas of plastic strain localization
induced by the structural effect due to the large pores. It is
conventionally accepted that the strain incompatibility between
the hard particles (particularly brittle Si particles [46]) and the
aluminum matrix produces cleavage or debonding of hard phases
[47,40]. At high temperature, the matrix mechanical behavior
(Young modulus and hardness) decreases and this evolution is
more pronounced than for the other components (Si and Al2 Cu
particles) [48]. These incompatibilities are therefore more pro-
nounced at high temperature and increase the risk of particles
cleavage and debonding.

Areas where large plastic strains are predicted, are also sub-
mitted to high stress triaxiality levels as visible on Fig. 11b. In sit-
uation of large scale yielding, the damage evolution seems close to
what is observed during monotonic testing on ductile materials
where stress triaxiality plays a crucial role. For instance, Goghale
et al. have shown that higher stress triaxiality leads to an increase
in the damage rate of silicon particles during tensile tests for
different temperatures between �50 and 125 �C [49]. Also, ac-
cording to Dighe et al., damage within Si particles seems to be
coupled with the onset of necking during tensile testing [50]. In our
work necking is also observed (see for example Fig. 6) and could
explain why many damaged particles are visible on the tomo-
graphic slices. According to Dighe et al. a critical amount of hy-
drostatic stress (equivalent to high triaxiality levels) is required to
initiate Si particles debonding. Although particles are not included
into the simulation, the ”real” localization areas of inelastic strain
and stress triaxiality in the material should be globally similar
because these two mechanical quantities are known to be locally
higher around hard particles. FE simulations on simplified repre-
sentative cells show for example that silicon particles accumulate



Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of crack initiation and propagation mechanisms, a) damaging of hard particles during first cycles (step I), b) crack initiation by linking of pore and
damaged area (step II), and c) crack growth by repetition of step I & II in front of the crack tip (step III).
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plastic strain in their wake [51,39] and particularly when the par-
ticle is located in the vicinity of a pore [39]. Studies on particulate-
reinforced metal-matrix composites also show higher stress triax-
iality levels around particles whose sizes are close to the silicon
particles in the present material [52,53].

The overall crack path seems therefore controlled by the me-
chanical loading which induce damage within the hard particles
(via inelastic strain and stress triaxiality). This damage is visible in
front of the crack tip incidentally. It is generally a particle that is not
in direct contact with the crack (or the pore, before initiation)
which is first broken: this is characteristic of a high stress triaxiality
level. The maximum stress triaxiality is indeed not located exactly
at the crack tip but just in front of it on notched specimens during
fracture of ductile materials [54e57]. This phenomenon can also be
observed in Fig. 4 for the smallest mesh sizes (bellow 35 mm); the
normal stress is maximum at around 15 mmof the pore surface for a
typical degassing pore.

The sizes of the studied specimens are small in order to be
compatible with CT observations; therefore, only the first stages of
crack growth can be analyzed. The explicit modelling of crack
growth is not proposed in this article because no criterion are
currently available in 3D for fatigue crack growth and crack
branching under large scale yielding (and high temperatures), even
if it is an active research topic [41]. Available models are only
available for classical 2D cracking analysis [41,58]. LCF tests on
macroscopic Single Edge Notch Tension specimens are currently
being carried out [59] in order to validate crack initiation and crack
growth mechanisms on larger volumes representative of inter-
valve bridges.
5. Conclusions

Using X-ray synchrotron microtomography and a specific
experimental setup, the LCF behavior of an Al-Si-Cu-Mg alloy
produced by a LFC process has been studied in situ at 250 �C.
Tomographic volumes helped to understand the role of the com-
plex 3D microstructure of this material: eutectic particles are
interconnected and large (up to ~ 1 mm) shrinkage cavities have a
complex morphology. In addition it has been possible to analyze
crack initiation and, to some extent, crack growth in the bulk.

A microstructure based FE model representative of the 3D
porous microstructure has been generated from tomographic vol-
umes in order to perform EVP cyclic FE simulations. The results of
those simulations have shown he major influence of the pore
morphology on the mechanical fields. The initiation sites of cracks
have been shown to be located in the vicinity of shrinkage cavities
where the dissipated inelastic energy during cycling is maximum.
Degassing pores with a more spherical shape are less critical at
equivalent size. The global crack path corresponds to areas of strain
localization. Hard particles (intermetallic and/or Si particles) are
extensively damaged ahead of the crack which propagates along
those damaged zones. The proposed approach which combines
experimental observations and numerical simulations, is essential
for understanding the damage mechanisms which operate in this
complex microstructure; it provides some invaluable information
for the development of damage criteria because quantities such as
the level of stress triaxiality or the dissipated inelastic energy are
not directly measurable during experiments.

A scenario for damage development during LCF can be sug-
gested (see Fig. 13):

� High local plastic strain levels develop near large micro-
shrinkage pores with complex shapes.

� Hard particles located in these zones are damaged during the
first mechanical cycles (step I on Fig. 13a).

� The initiation (step II) appears when the matrix ligament be-
tween the pore and the damaged particle is broken (see
Fig. 13b).

� During cycling, particles in front of the new crack tip are pro-
gressively damaged (step III on Fig. 13c).

� The propagation consists of a repetition of step I and II mecha-
nisms. The cracks remain confined within the eutectic regions
which are located inside the highly stressed areas ahead of the
crack tip.
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